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Mabel is a cat who lives on a farm by the sea... but not just any old farm... Mabel's farm has some

very special trees... Trees unlike you have ever seen before.One day some rascally pirates sail by

and decide to plunder and steal from the farm and Mabel must defend her precious trees and there

unusual fruit.
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Beautifully illustrated, with a charming and whimsical story that will make little ones laugh. I

particularly appreciate the inclusion of so many uncommon words that can build a child's vocabulary

while having fun.

Charming book and story. So many "rhyming" books contain forced and silly rhyming words. Not so

this one. Words and pictures are perfect. Kindle version is one of the best I have ever seen. Thanks

for making it free for a limited time but worth the 99 cent price and even more.

I thought this book was absolutely adorable, I read it over and over to my grandson and he gets

very animated over it. I found it to be a very cute read, the rhythm was so soothing. I recommend



this book to all those Grammie's out their who live to read to their grandkids.

This is a wonderful picture book for children aged 2+. Farmer Bill lives with his black and white cat,

called Mabel. Along with the normal things that farmers keep â€“ sheep, cows and vegetables â€“

Farmer Bill has a more unusual crop. He has magical trees which grow socks! When some pirates

sail by they decide to steal the socks â€“ can Mabel stop them?Beautiful illustrations and a text

which is joyous to read aloud, make this a very special book. I downloaded this as a bedtime story

for my little nephew, but I would like to buy the picture book, as I think this would be ideal to read at

story time to any Nursery / Reception age class. â€œThe Deep and Snowy Wood,â€• also by Elwyn

Tate, is also highly recommended. Both are original, quirky and really wonderful reads for young

children.

Mabel and the sock pirates is a cute story about a cat named Mabel who lives with a farmer named

Bill. They live on a special farm where sicks grow on trees. One night Mable must rescue their socks

from the thieving sock Pirates. The entire book nicely rhymes, and is brightly illustrated. My boys

loved this book and thought the socks growing on trees was hilarious. I paid full price for this ebook

and overall I think it was worth it. My four year old son has asked me to read this eBook over and

over again since I bought it.

This is a well crafted book. The vocabulary will expand your child's knowledge of words. The words

are placed is a context, with rhythm, and pictures that immediately imply they're meaning. The

illustrations and rhyme draw you into an adventure of valiant kitten defending his farmer's livelihood.

This is a great bedtime book for younger children. But best of all, the story is fun. It makes you

smile. Especially if you're an older child.

Whimsical rhyming bed time story. Adorably cute. Cats and pirates. Younger children may need

help understanding the meaning of words like "flourished" but will still enjoy this story. The book is

beautifully illustrated and looks great on the Kindle app and Kindle Tablets.

This is my favorite bedtime book.I'm a father of three girls, they love the book, but I love it even

more than them! I've read it to them at least a dozen times and every time I enjoy the beautiful

rhythm and the gorgeous pictures. The book flows like a stream of haiku poems, a very interesting

rhyming model I haven't encountered before.Dear author, please write more books like this one!
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